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The finesT cigars in all The world
HAVANA GIRL

Taste the Superior Breeding
Our Havana Girls are farmed Only frOm tHe 
best Genetically clOned livestOck available.

$129,995 ea.
*AGED FOR 6 YEARS

Havana Girl Cigars are rolled on the thighs and in the cracks of little virgin girls; then each cigar is aged inside their 
pussies for up to eight years before it is certified for sale. 

Havana Girl Cigars are a Parejo shaped cigar that measures 20.6mm in diameter and 
158mm in length; the coloring of the wrapper may vary from Colorado to Oscuro, depend-
ing on the amount of initial vaginal bleeding as well as the amount of other sexual and vaginal  
secretions secreted by the Havana Girl, during the cigars aging period.

Havana Girl cigars are created using only the finest premium tobacco in the world. You will find none better.



HISTORY
The Havana Girl Cigar Company was formed out of the ashes left by the Conservatives when they
obliterated the previous Cuban government in 2025. When the Castro family was captured by the Hands
and publically executed by means of beheadings. Not a single Castro was left alive; no man, women,
child or infant was spared; even the family dogs were beheaded publically out of concern that one of
them may rally some of their nationals and cause an uprising. The bodies of the entire Castro family
were piked and left out on display for the better part of a year just to subvert any thoughts of revolt.

The founder of Havana Girl Cigars, Elly "Larisa" Bray, saw an opportunity in Cuba when she learned that
Cuba had no regulations or laws that would prohibit her concept from taken root there. She knew that
there was profits to be made and had the perfect idea on how just to do that.

Only a few years earlier the world had been shocked to learn that a European scientist by the name of
Doctor Vladimir Minkov had been the first to clone, from scratch, the first human females.

Doctor Minkov had lost his two young daughters due to an inherited genetic disorder; he dedicated his
life to bringing both of them back; he worked tirelessly and in secret every day for ten years and
eventually was able to clone his two daughters, defect free, in the year 2016. But, not being satisfied
giving up on past decade of accomplishments; he created another 168 clones; all female; his intent was
to raise them all as his own daughters.

When a splinter government of the United Russian Territories found out about Doctor Vladimir Minkov
they had the military raid his "compound" and seize the then six year old girls; they took Minkov into
custody where he was later convicted of 'crimes against humanity'. He was forced to, personally put
down, each of the girls he had considered to be his daughters.  This was ordered to be part of his life
long sentence. He was made to terminate each girl, one by one, by submerging their nude six year old
bodies in a vat of acid; he was forced to watch the whole process from start to finish while at the same
time it was being recorded so that it would play in his cell for the rest of his life.

The girls, prior to their deaths, had been raped, beaten, drugged tortured and mutilated, but kept alive
by those who had been ordered to keep them contained, so that they would die at the hands of their
father. Holding their little bodies in his arms; he kissed each of the 170 girls on the lips before be
lowered their bodies into the acid. This was considered "just punishment" for the scientist.



After the last of the clones had been terminated, an international committee was convened to look into
the atrocities conducted by the scientist. The committee seized all genetic evidence from the rouge
Russian government, where they then established internationally recognized patents on each of the
dead little girls genetic makeup. The little cloned girls, had in all essence, been made the property of this
one committee; to do with as they saw fit.

The international committee established the International Cloning of (human) Life Ban of 2019, which
made it criminal globally for anyone, anywhere, to create any new genetic lines of "human-type" beings.
Their proclamation decreed that these cloned beings were not "true", and as such, deserved no rights;
in fact, the international committee wrote into their ban that it would be unlawful for any entity to grant
such human rights to these "things" (as they were called).

In the year 2022, Bray approached the chairman of the international committee with a proposition
regarding several of the genetic patents that the committee  controlled; her desire was to purchase
several dozen of the patents at a cost of 250 billion dollars.

After some negotiating, the international committee and Bray came to terms on the purchase of the
genetic code; she agreed to pay 11.5 billion dollars for each of the clone patents and she would be
allowed to select forty of her choice (included were the clones of the scientists actual daughters);
further, the committee agreed not to sell any more of the patents that would create competition with
her company and its plans.

Now, Larisa Bray had the patents and the science; and now with Cuba open for the taken, she was free
to build her business.

She first built a state of the art cloning facility, called the "breeding room" and began the accelerated
cloning of nearly 10,000 new clones (the international ban prevented the creation of new clone genetic
sequences but not the cloning process itself; those sequences already created were exempt).

As, the clones were growing in the breeding room, Larisa built several other facilities; the tobacco
warehouse and processing facility, where attached was the room where the tobacco was to be rolled
into cigars, and "the cellar" where the cigars were to be aged over the next one to eight years
(depending on the grade and flavor profile desired).

ONE2EIGHT Imports, Ltd. was later established as a separate legal business entity by the Havana Girl
Cigars Company so that they could lawfully export their award winning cigars to the many Liberal Nation
import companies demanding their cigars; in accordance with the newly established treaty regulations.



PROCESS
The process of creating a Havana Girl cigar is a very detailed one; only done by expert craftsmen; and
then it still takes years to bring your cigar to market.

First, only the best Havana Girls are selected from the infant girls in each spawning batch. Those that do
not make the grade are culled immediately. Even the smallest blemish on a Havana Girl is caused for her
to not be selected.

About one in every 100,000 spawns generated results in a male clone to be produced from what should
always be a female clone; when this occurs, the male cloned in destroyed in the same manner for those
females that do not make the cut are terminated. It is uncertain to why this occurs, but is of little
concern either way.

From the time the newborn has been spawned (birthed), to the time that the newborn is brought to the
tobacco room, a Havana Girl is kept isolation in absolute pitch darkness; in what is called an isolation
pod".

Girls are kept strapped into specially designed cots which allow them to remain completely still and
warm while still remaining comfortable and naked. Each baby is fitted with a feeding tube, which is
inserted up their nose and down their throats, where they are fed a diet of milk and honey as the only
source of nutrition. A catheter is inserted directly into her urethra at the moment of birth. The cots are
designed to allow fecal matter to fall directly to the floor where it is later collected and used as fertilizer
on the tobacco plantations.

Once the clone has reached the ripe age of ten months, a 'nurse' will be sent to the girls isolation pod
where she is then taken to the tobacco floor. This is the only contact this baby has had since she was
spawned ten months earlier. If the clone is found to not have survived the grow out process, her body is
simply disposed of, and a new newborn is assigned to the isolation pod.

Once the nurse has taken the baby to the tobacco floor, where a master cigar makers waits, she is
inspected. If she fails to live up to the master cigar makers standards; the ten month old girl is
terminated and another is brought in to him or her for consideration.

During a inspection of a Havana Girl, the master cigar maker will examine every inch of the baby for
signs of mal-formalities or for any possible future disease. He will check her eyes, ears and throat for any
signs of unwanted growths or blemishes.



If the clone passes the basic inspection; her breasts will be inspected by the cigar maker. The master
cigar maker does this by grabbing, pinching and pulling/yanking on the babies tiny nipple flesh. He/she is
looking for a proper response from the baby; he is also checking to see if the infants nipples can be
sexually stimulated, as this is an important part of the cigar making process.

Next; the cigar maker will inspect the babies anal orifice. The cigar maker will insert one to three fingers
(starting with one and working up to three) into the asshole of the baby (no lubricants are used; this
saves the company money, lowering the cost of the final product) and she is fingering roughly for up to
forty minutes to check to see if her anus causes a proper response from the girls nervous system (pain,
crying, etc.) and that it will close up within an appropriate amount of time.

Finally, the master cigar maker will assure that the babies vagina will live up to the standards established
by Bray; he will pull the babies labia as far as he/she can pull them apart and inspect the infants vagina
and hymen; to assure that it is intact; if not the baby is disposed of, as she is no good for making a
Havana Girl cigar. If the babies hymen is intact, the master cigar maker will inspect the ten month olds
clitoris; he will grab hold of her clit and yank on it to see how responsive she is to being stimulated in
such a manner.

If everything checks out; the master cigar maker will tag the infant through the fatty part of her left
breast. The tag has the Havana Girls official international identification number on it which certifies her
as Havana Girl, but more so, as a progeny of the DNA of the original 170 cloned girls and that it is
bearing of any human rights. The tag is required for every Havana Girl Cigar sale both domestic and
internationally; only the buyer may rip or cut the tag off of the Havana Girl once he has received her.

The master cigar maker will then strap the infant down to his workstation and lay out the makings of
their cigar onto her chest.

Only the finest premium tobacco is used by the Havana Girl Cigar company. Each leaf of tobacco is
picked only by the delicate hands of Cuban child laborers. These children are made to work the
plantations often for more than fourteen hours a day in temperatures sometimes above 101 degrees in
the nude (don't want them stealing or damaging the crops with their clothing). So not to violate any
international human rights laws; each child laborer is granted a ten minute break every four hours work.

He will lay one cigar wrapper out onto the little girls thighs; then he will layer in the tobacco leaves one
by one (no fillers are used in our premium cigars).

Once the cigar maker is satisfied with the thickness and length of the cigar, he will start to roll the cigar
using the babies closed legs and pussy crack as a way of rolling the cigar. Once the cigar is rolled, the
cigar maker will inspects it before he begins the next step in the cigar making process.

Once the cigar is inspected to be of excellent craftsmanship and quality; the master cigar maker will
rotate his/her workstation so that the babies legs now face them. The workstations are designed to
slide, which causes the babies legs to bend at the knees and spread to a near ninety degree angle from



her hips; her pussy should open revealing the babies tiny fuck tunnel to the master cigar maker so that
he may have access to it without obstruction. Using one hand, if necessary, the cigar maker will spread
the ten month olds pussy lips even further apart so that he/she has access to the vaginal opening; and
then with his/her other hand, they will take the cigar and unceremoniously push in into the little girls
vagina; tearing through her hymen with expert ease. He/she will then continue to push the cigar into the
girl; sometimes needing to pull it out and shove it back in hard several times, before finally pushing the
cigar into her cervix.

And experienced master cigar maker can easily insert all 158mm (that's 6.1 inches) 20.6mm in diameter
cigar into their ten month olds cervix in a single thrust; coating the entire cigar in the babies vagina rape
fluids; but for those cigar makers with a bit less experience; they can eventually push the majority of the
cigar into the infant, leaving just the tip out of her vagina. In either case; the cigar is then secured into
the little girl so that to prevent it from sliding out.

Over the next sixty days; the cigar is unsecured and rotated in the babies vagina; so that it may soak up
more of the babies blood and other infant vaginal secretions into the tobacco; more and more of the
cigar will be roughly inserted into the little girl. After sixty days; the entire cigar will be inside the child's
vagina and cervix; if it had not already.

Once sixty days in concluded; the now one year old toddler is fitted with a bung that will remain wedged
in her fuck tunnel throughout the aging process of the cigar; the toddler is then taken to the aging cellar
where the cigar will be age to the desired taste.

Like with the isolation rooms of the birthing center; the aging cellar has similar pods; but unlike the
birthing center; these pods hold six Havana Girls at once. And, unlike the pods in the birthing center,
these pods are kept in a constant state of blinding white light and sex noises. The girls will, for the next
six months to eight years, hear nothing but the sounds of fucking, raping and molestation of women,
men, children, babies and animals. Images will appear on the calling of the pods of cocks, pussies and
the assholes of little babies and young girls. All this is so that the Havana Girl could be elicited into a
state of constant orgasms.

If the audio/video stimulation was not enough; each Havana Girl is fitted with an anal plug that will
inflate and be pulled from her asshole at random intervals; for her cigars aging process, if the child
wants to have a bowel movement, she will need to be ready for when the butt plug is ripped away.

Havana Girls are also fitted with an clit vibrator and two nipple vibrators/pullers; which will turn on and
off, again at random. These devices stimulation the child at anytime, night or day; nonstop for weeks on
end and at everything from slight to extreme settings, depending on the desired grade of the cigar.



The white light's purpose is to cause the child's mind to become hyper stimulated whereby then both
the sexual audio and imagery stimulates the release of hormones which drives her sexual secretions.

Havana Girls that are in the aging cellar pods are, like when they were in the birthing center pods, are
fed a diet of milk and money; however, like in the birthing center, Havana Girls are also fed a purée,
through their feeding tubes, of organic fruits and herbs as is needed to alter the flavor profile of the
cigar.

Unlike when the Havana Girl was in the birthing center; their diet is designed, not to fatten them up; but
to keep them slim. There nubile bodies process their diet at a quicker rate then when they were under a
year of age. Where their diet kept them alive for the first ten months; now it allowed their youthful
bodies to become sexy.

To prevent entropy of the girls muscles; each girl has electrodes attached to her main muscle groups;
where they are stimulated randomly.

Once a months, when the girls are having her cigar rotated by their cigar maker, they are allowed to
socialize with the other girls of their pod in a big open room; but, as the girls are made to be so docile
through their isolation, their socializing is minimal. The main purpose of these "outings" is so that the
girls learn how to walk and use their arms.

No inoculations or vitamin supplements are given to a Havana Girl as they are not needed due to their
superior genetic makeup; and any such inoculations would disqualify the Havana Girl from being labeled
"organic".



BUYING AND SHIPPING
Depending on your taste and budget; you may purchase a Havana Girl Cigar after it has aged for at least
six months (meaning the Havana Girl herself will be nearing two years of age); however, it is highly
recommended, that you purchase a Havana Girl Cigar that has aged six years (nearing seven years of age
for the Havana Girl).

When a Havana Girl Cigar has been selected from one of the forty genomes and purchased; a Havana
Girl is removed from her pod and taken to the shipping center where she is prepared and packaged for
shipment. The girls catheter is removed as are all the electrodes, vibrators and her butt plug. Also; her
cigar is removed and placed in a clean storage bin.

The girl is taken into a group shower room where she receives a shower from staff members. A staff
member will insert one enema probe into the child's asshole, one into her vagina and one into her
urethra. These enema probes pulse soapy water in and out of each of these orifices until the shower is
complete. The anal enema probe is specially designed to give the child a colonic; to remove any shit that
may be built up in her bowels. The girl is washed from head to toes; paying explicit attention to her
genitals.

Once the girl is done being bathed; she is taken back into the main shipping area where a new, clean,
butt plug is forced into her ass and pumped up to prevent its removal (only the owner can have the plug
removed). The cigar is then reinserted one final time by a Havana Girl Cigar Company employee and
plugged with a brand emblazed bung. A hot wax is then poured onto the bung to certify that it's a
authentic Havana Girl cigar. A new catheter is inserted into the girls urethra; one that is designed to hold
in any urine the child may have. And finally; two tubes are inserted through the child's nasal canal. One
is pushed into her lungs and will provide oxygen for her during her travels and the other is shoved into
her stomach where she is fed only a saline solution.

The young Havana Girl (which may be less than two years old) is then placed, with the Havana Girl Cigar
placed securely up her pussy, into a "casket" where her tubes are connected to the saline and oxygen
supply; a bottle of Havana Girl bourbon and all the legal paperwork granting the transfer of ownership
of the clone to the buyer is placed into the casket before finally being sealed up and locked with a
randomly created PIN that is sent encrypted to the customers certified communications account.



In accordance with the international cloning of life ban of 2019; the life created from the original 170
"true clones"; is not human; further, it establishes that no laws can be created, internationally, which
would grant these creations human rights or that would grant them human treatment of any kind. The
only standards in which buyers may be governed under; if they apply; is that of the Conservative
territories (which is where these cigars are manufactured; Cuba is a territory of the Conservatives). The
Manufacturing and Sales of Havana Cigars Act; which specifies who can be licensed to clone Havana Girls
and make cigars from them; and how they must be treated during the cigars aging process; and it only
specifies that they cannot be starved or beaten during the actual aging period.

Once the buyer has received his shipment; this should occur between one and five days from the date of
purchase (same day shipping if ordered before 5:00pm ECT); they will need to remove the nude Havana
Girl from her casket.

The buyer should inspect the Havana Girl for any signs of abuse, spoiling or damage which may have
occurred during the shipping process and notice the Havana Girl Cigar Company immediately if damage
was found. Once the uncrating and inspection is completed, the buyer is then free to remove and enjoy
their cigar.

Notice that the little girl has no hair at all on her entire body; this is natural for all true clones;



SMOKING YOUR CIGAR
To remove the Havana Girl cigar from the Havana Girl; the buyer only needs to reach into the child's
pussy and yank the bung free from the child using the metal ring that is attached to the bung. One swift,
hard yank should be all you need to remove the bung from the child ; but if the bung is especially tight in
the child's fuck tunnel; simply pull on it with several swift, hard yanks and it should eventually come
free.

There is no need to concern yourself with the clones whimpers, tears, cries or out and out hysterics; she
is not a living human, in accordance with international law, and you should not be obliged to treat her as
such. Several good hard strikes to her face or punch to her abdomen, chest or pussy should be enough
to put a stop to her acting out.

Once the bung is removed; the cigar should come out upon its very own from your Havana Girl;
however, if it does not, you may want to apply pressure to the little girls abdomen. This is why we
supply the child with saline during her trip and block any leakage of her bladder; so that you may use her
extendedly blotted bladder to help assist the cigar out of her pussy. But sometimes, not even a full
bladder will assist you in removing a tightly secured Havana Girl Cigar; sometimes a bit more force is
required; in these situations, laying several hard blows the little girls abdomen should do the trick of
dislodging the award winning cigar. Finally, if all else fails, simply force your thumb and forefinger into
the child's vagina and pry it free her (be careful not to damage the cigar in the process; a steady pull
should be all you need; the child may have an especially tight cervix holding the cigar in place; some
bleeding from the child's pussy will NOT harm your cigars flavor profile).

The Havana Girl cigars are meant to be consumed immediately upon their removal from your Havana
Girl. If you allow the cigar to "breath" the flavors will mellow and eventually become stale; don't let your
cigar sit outside its Havana Girl for too long unused.

If you do not smoke the cigar completely in a single session; then you will need to store the cigar inside
your Havana Girl; simply insert your cigar into the little girls fuck tunnel and secure the bung back into
her pussy (no need to distinguish the lit cigar first; her pussy juices will do that for you; eventually).
Simply remove the bung and the cigar when you wish to continue smoking.

You may continue to store your cigar for up to one week before it should be disposed of.

We have included a 20 year bottle of our globally recognized, award winning, Havana Girl Bourbon, as a
free gift for your purchase of one of our award winning cigars. We truly hope that you find it as tasteful
as we do. Like with our Havana Girl cigars; only the best Havana Girls are selected to age our fine
bourbon whiskey.



DISPOSAL
As for your Havana Girl; she is now the property of the buyer (no patents of her DNA have been
transferred to the buyer with her purchase); the buyer is free to use or dispose of her as they see fit.

With training, the Havana Girl could make a good house servant or play thing for your Pit-bull Terrier (if
that is your desire). As she has been sexualized continuously since the age of one; she could be raped or
fucked by any means the buyer can conceive of. Abuse, mutilation, amputation, snuff, cannibalism or
even just simply neglecting and starving the child are all possibilities once the Havana Girl has been
purchased and accepted by the buyer.

Havana Girls can become pregnant; so impregnating her may lead to further sexual enjoyment for the
buyer as her offspring would also have no protections under the International Cloning of Life ban.

Remove the fetus several months after conception and feed it to your Havana Girl by force; or let the
infant be born and use it as a fuck toy for you or your Great Dane if you want; it is up to you

.

ONE2EIGHT Imports, Ltd. has included a disposal fee in the cost of the cigars purchase; the buyer may
use the child, and then simply place the child's dead remains inside the casket she was shipped in, then
call our toll free number; an operator will arrange for the pickup of your discards at no additional cost.


